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Spring is here! Decorate your Home
Spring is here! It is time to start thinking about opening your
windows and brightening your home. Not sure where to start?
Follow these 3 easy steps from Tarragona Designs:
1. Update your walls
Color trends change every year. From light and bright colors to
dark and daring, colors don't go out of style, it's just the pairings of
different colors that come and go. New color combinations may be
just what your walls need for a fresh new look, especially if you've
had the same color palette in your home for a long time.
My top 5 colors that I recommend are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Agreeable Gray-Sherwin Williams 7029
Intellectual Gray-Sherwin Williams 7045
White Flour-Sherwin Williams 7102
Ancient Marble-Sherwin Williams 6162
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5.

Sea Serpent-Sherwin Williams 7615

2. Accessorize
Have your throws & pillows seen better days? It might be time to
bring in some new pieces for a fresh & updated feel to your home.
You can transform the entire look of a room by changing out some
basic design items such as lighting, pillows, throws & artwork.
3. Spring clean your home - lots of work but you will be so
glad you did when the weather draws you outside. Pull out your
screens and wash the winter grime off your windows, then work
on cleaning things like the ceiling fans and fireplaces. Once your
cleaning is complete, gather mason jars from your cabinet and pick
up fresh flowers on your next visit to the grocery store. Arrange
together in groupings throughout your home for a finished and
fresh look.Spring is here...
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IMPORTANT NUMBERS
Property Tax
Montgomery County Tax.............................936-539-7897
Conroe ISD..................................................936-709-7751
Montgomery MUD #89 ..............................713-932-9011
Your Community
Legends Ranch Clubhouse............................281-681-9750
SplashPad Office …......................................281-419-2539
Gate Attendant Office...................................281-296-0433
Property Manager...............................................................
Teresa Baldwin ................... TBaldwin@SpectrumAM.com
Police & Fire
Emergency.................................................................... 911
Montgomery Sheriff ....................................936-760-5800
Pct. 3 Constable Office.................................281-364-4211
S. Montgomery Co. Fire Dept. Non-Emergency.......281-363-3473
Montgomery County EMS Non-Emergency...... 936-441-6243
Crime Stoppers.............................................713-222-TIPS
Poison Control.............................................800-222-1222
Texas DPS....................................................713-681-1761
Utilities
Electricity (TXU)..........................................800-368-1398
Electricity (TXU New Service).....................281-441-3928
Electricity (Centerpoint)...............................713-207-2222
Gas (Centerpoint).........................................713-659-2111
Water/Municipal Oper. & Consulting..........281-367-5511
Best Trash.....................................................281-313-2378
Street Light Outages.....................................713-207-2222
Cable/Internet/Phone...COMCAST.............713-341-1000
Public Services
Local US Post Office.....................................281-419-7948
Toll Road EZ Tag..........................................281-875-3279
Voters Registration........................................936-539-7843
Vehicle Registration......................................281-292-3325
Drivers License Information.........................936-442-2810
Montgomery County Animal Control..........936-442-7738
Montgomery Chamber ................................281-367-5777
Conroe ISD.....................................................936-709-7751
Birnham Woods Elementary.........................281-863-4200
Cox Intermediate .........................................281-465-3200
York Junior High .........................................832-592-8600
Oak Ridge High ..........................................832-592-5300

NEWSLETTER INFO
Editor
Submit Articles.............................. legendsranch@peelinc.com
Publisher
Peel, Inc........................ www.PEELinc.com, 888-687-6444
Advertising........advertising@PEELinc.com, 888-687-6444
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TALKING TRASH
Paper or Plastic?
The single-use plastic bag was invented in Sweden in 1962.
The first application was the shopping bag. Over 1/3 of all
plastic production is for packaging designed for short-term
use. Plastic bags are made from natural gas or petroleum that
formed over millions of years, yet they are often used for mere
minutes before being discarded to make their way to dumps or
incinerators, if they don’t blow away and end up as litter first. In
landfills and waterways, plastic is persistent, lasting for hundreds
of years, breaking into smaller pieces and leaching out chemical
components as it ages, but never fully disappearing. Animals
confuse the bags with food and they can end of entangled,
injured or dead. Studies have shown that plastic from discarded
bags actually soak up additional pollutants like pesticides and
industrial waste that are in the ocean and delivers it to sea life. The
harmful substance can then move up the food chain to the food
people eat. Plastics and the various additives that they contain
have been tied to a number of human health concerns, including
disruption of the endocrine and reproductive systems, infertility
and a possible link to some cancers.
In 2014 it was said that 100 billion plastic bags pass through the
hands of consumers every year, almost 1 bag per person, each day,
laid end-to-end they could circle the equator 1,330 times. Many
cities are looking for ways to reduce the plastic litter that blights
landscapes and clogs sewers and streams. Single use plastics (bags,
soda/water/juice bottles, etc.) are damaging our environment and
threatening the value of our communities. To discourage use, some
larger cities have instituted a bag charge to discourage single use
plastics. Some are even discouraging the use of paper bags and
rewarding customers that bring their own reusable bags. We can
save taxpayer dollars by committing to using reusable bags at
grocery stores and even when shopping in the mall.
Several Texas cities have either instituted a charge/reward system
or declined to not “ban the bag” and instead create recycling
programs. Of note, Brownsville, Corpus Christi, El Paso, Freer,
Fort Stockton, Kermit, Laguna Vista, Laredo, Midland, Odessa,
Port Aransas, South Padre Island and Waco. Galveston has
postponed a vote to sometime this year. Governor Greg Abbott
has ruled against some of the miscellaneous ordinances, but
it appears to affect those passed for solid waste management
purposes only. Most cities have passed ordinances for other
purposes, such as Ft. Stockton…to protect cattle and horses (they
eat then die) and coastal wildlife. San Antonio District Council
member, Chris Medina, said it best, “If we could just stop using
them, we could clean up our environment, protect waterways
and wildlife, reduce maintenance costs and reserve our taxpayer
dollars for better uses like street improvements or education”.
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How to Raise a Confident Child
Neena Hamamcy, MA, LPC, LMFT
A child’s self-worth is the gateway to social success and sound
mental health. Developing healthy self-esteem is the building
blocks of child development and affects us at every age of our
lives, determining how we act, not just in childhood, but also as
adults. Having low self-esteem drives behavior problems, troubles
in relationships and school performance, to name a few. As parents,
we are greatly influential in how our children perceive themselves,
thus ensuring that we raise our children to grow to have confidence
and positive self-worth is essential for their success as adults. Here
are some ways to help improve your child’s self-esteem:
Help Your Child Express and Embrace their Feelings
When your child looks in the mirror and sees themselves, you want
to make sure that they like who they see. One way to ensure this
is to cultivate a relationship where you encourage your children to
express their feelings openly. When you take the time to listen and
accept their feelings, you are sending a message that they matter and
how they feel is important. A child’s feelings are part of who they are
as individuals, thus embracing their feelings is in effect embracing
them. When a parent listens and validates their child’s feelings, it
makes a child feel valued and worthy. If a parent repeatedly responds
to their child’s feelings with hurt, anger, shame or judgment, the
child receives a message from a parent that their feelings are wrong
and that their parents are not emotionally available. This can lead a
child to shut off their emotions, which in turn can lead to behavior
problems down the road. The way a child feels about themselves
reflects in their behaviors. By listening and accepting your child’s
emotions, your child will feel loved, valued and reassured that you
are capable of meeting their needs emotionally.
Teach Ownership
It is important to distinguish between a child’s feelings and their
actions. You want ensure that your child feels loved, but you also
want to hold your child accountable for undesirable actions. Setting
clear expectations and having consequences is essential for teaching
accountability and promoting self-esteem. Helping your child take
ownership for their actions helps them learn that their actions
have consequences and that they can control the outcome based
on their choices. “If I make good choices, then good thing follow,
if I make bad choices, then bad things follow.” Just as kids learn
to be accountable for their mistakes, they also learn to own their
achievements and success. Without this accountability, children
miss the opportunity to experience the joy and satisfaction that
comes from mastering their efforts. It is important to allow children
to learn from their missteps and develop the resiliency to deal with
their failures and the difficult feelings that accompany. We have
morphed into a society that struggles with negative emotions and
what we often see are parent’s trying to protect their children from
Copyright © 2017 Peel, Inc.

unpleasant feelings. Where everyone is a winner and there are no
losers; where in an effort to preserve self-esteem, we try to protect
our children from feeling bad about themselves. This approach
actually produces the opposite outcome; it creates children that
are spoiled, entitled and view themselves as victims. A parent who
intervenes and tries to protect their children from difficult feelings
and situations, inadvertently interferes in learning lessons that build
self-esteem and resiliency that set the path for success in adulthood.
Parenting with accountability allows children to own their failures
as well as their achievements and empowers kids to see they have
control over the outcome of their lives.
Create Experiences to Help Your Child Feel Successful
Help your child find their strengths and acquire skills, whether
it be academically, socially or in extracurricular activities. One
way children measure their self-worth is by how other’s perceive
them, and in our society that is full of measuring and comparing,
children can be vulnerable to heightened criticism and comparison.
Emphasize to your child that you accept and love them regardless
of their performance. Create opportunities for them at home and
outside the home, where they can accomplish goals and feel the
satisfaction of completing a task. Experiences of success create
confidence and foster self-esteem. Experiences that can foster
self-esteem include having chores and responsibilities at home,
participating in athletics, or other areas of social or extracurricular
interest. Encouraging their independence and helping your children
be responsible will encourage positive self-worth.
Try to Understand and Heal your own Self-Worth Issues
Parenting can be emotionally intoxicating as well as draining.
Becoming a parent tends to bring out the best and worst of
ourselves. As we navigate through such an intensely emotional
relationship with our children, we are often confronted with our
own insecurities and fears. Becoming a parent has a way of bringing
to the surface our own unresolved emotional issues stemming from
our relationships with our own family or origin. Our children’s
self-worth is not genetic, but rather learned and especially in early
childhood, is a reflection of the parent’s sense of self, particularly
the mother. A parent’s unhappiness is passed down to a child, and
children view your unhappiness as unhappiness with them. It is
important to address your own insecurities and fears because no
matter how many parenting books you read, if you don’t address
your own self-worth issues, you are bound to pass them to your
kids. Looking at your own wounds from your early childhood and
trying to understand the positive and negative ways your parents
influenced your self-esteem can help you identify ways to break
the cycle in your own relationships with your children and help
promote your own self-worth as well as your children’s.
Legends Ranch - April 2017
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SAVE THE DATE
April Community Events
8 April, Saturday:
Legends Ranch Easter Egg Hunt.
15, April, Saturday,
7:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Legends Ranch Bi-Annual Garage
Sale, Open to the Public.
25 April, Tuesday, 6:00 p.m.
Monthly P.O.A. Board Meeting,
all residents invited to attend.
May Community Events
The first or third Saturday of May is
planned for the 2nd Legends Ranch
Crawfish Festival; stay tuned for
details and options to purchase.
30 May, Tuesday, 6:00 p.m.:
Monthly P.O.A. Board Meeting,
all residents invited to attend.

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

SERVICING ALL YOUR ELECTRICAL NEEDS

Call today to find out
how you can contribute
to your newsletter!
512.263.9181

• Panel Upgrades
• Home Inspections
• TV Install/Mounting
• Troubleshooting
• Remodeling
• Landscaping Lighting
• Home Generators
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
LICENSED & INSURED

24-7 SERVICE

Take $25.00 Off Your
Next Service Call
FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

713.467.1125 or 281.897.0001
www.WiredES.com
TECL 22809 Master 100394
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A+ Living

in Falls at Imperial Oaks
Multiple choice. No wrong answers.

Not all communities are created equal. Some
are at the top of their class across all areas of
homeownership. That’s what you get when you
live at The Falls — because an active-family
community with great schools, superb location and
resort-style amenities is a sure path to success.

BON U S
POINTS

The Falls is zoned for the brand
new Grand Oaks High School
opening Fall 2018.

Homes from the $200s to $600+
31220 Birnham Woods Drive, Spring, Texas 77386

|

(832) 813-7170

fallsatimperialoaks.com
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The Art of Choosing a Summer Camp

By Mike McDonell President, Kidventure
Parents, let’s face it. Our kids are growing up in a world much natural inclinations, and preferences.
different than the ones we rode our Big Wheels in. Back then, we
2. What is the camp’s mission statement? Every camp should have
roamed the neighborhood in search of an adventure. Left to our a goal or a mission. That mission should ultimately be to makes kids
own devices, we would transform empty lots into playgrounds, feel great about themselves and feel successful.
3. Does the camp program have a track record of quality
create fantastic forts with blankets held fast by encyclopedias, and
programming and service? Read reviews, ask for a couple of references,
find endless utility out of something as simple as a stick.
The world is now lightyears away from what we knew then. and talk with other parents who have been to that camp.
4. Is this camp licensed by the State of Texas Youth Camps Division?
Driven by an endless flow of information and novelty, the bar to
keep kids engaged is as high as it has ever been. That is why camp This licensing ensures that every camp is held to certain standards in
is so important and has never been more essential than right now. terms of safety, quality of staff, and quality of programming. If a camp
Choosing the right camp can allow your child the opportunity is unlicensed, then it can be shut down by the state of Texas at any time.
5. What is the camp’s policy on how they reward good behavior and
to discover themselves, to interact with others, to feel inspired, or
part of something great. Yet with all the camp options out there, regulate poor behavior?
Staff Questions
choosing an appropriate program can be challenging.
The following are some of the most important questions you
A camp can have the most beautiful facilities, state-of-the-art camp
can ask of any camp program. These will aid you when looking to equipment, and the best website, but the quality of any camp program
begins and ends with the quality of the staff.
make the most of your child’s camp experience.
General Camp Questions
1. What is the ratio of counselors to campers?
2. What is the age of the staff, and what are the camp staff minimum
1. Is the camp right for your child? Too many times, parents will
enroll their kids in a camp they see themselves in and not their qualification standards?
(Continued on Page 7)
kids. You know your child best, so take into account their strengths,
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(Continued from Page 6)
3. What medical qualifications and procedures are set in place for
campers and their staff?
4. What is the background check process on your staff?
5. Will the staff simply be supervising kids, or will they be active
participants
Programming Questions
Good camps have an active and well thought out curriculum. That
curriculum should take into account factors like multiple ages, the
weather, and the number of children attending. The following are a
set of questions that should give you a good feel for the programming.
1. Does the camp provide an age appropriate curriculum suited
for my child and his/her abilities? Camps tend to be open to a wide
range of kids, so make sure that their activities are developmentally
appropriate. Make it a point to ask about the appropriateness of the
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program with regards to your child’s age and individual needs.
2. What percentages of those activities are outdoors vs. indoors? How
does the camp program plan for the hot temperatures during the summer?
3. How are multi-age campers grouped in camp?
4. Are there field trips? If so, how are campers transported? Who
drives and is there air-conditioning on that transportation?
Overnight Camp Specific Questions
When it comes to overnight camp options, many of the previous
questions are perfectly applicable. However, because your kids will
be going away for camp, a few more specific questions will help you
make a better and informed decision.
1. What are the sleeping arrangements like? Not every camp has
air conditioning. If that’s a deal breaker for you or your camper,
then ask. Additionally, the number of campers within a lodging
varies greatly from camp to camp.
2. What is the waterfront safety procedure? Are there lifeguards
stationed at all water activities?
3. What is the camp policy on use of technology at camp?
4. What are the food options like? Can they accommodate any
allergies or dietary needs?
In Conclusion
Though this is not a comprehensive list, these questions will help
you learn more about a camp program and give you the opportunity
(Continued on Page 8)
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(Continued from Page 7)
to select your child’s camp experience more wisely. At the end of the
day, the camp you choose for your child must be safe, it must place
the camper first in all matters, and it must provide both you and your
child with an environment that is both comfortable and rewarding.
Camp has the power to transform the lives of our kids. It can teach
courage, teamwork, empathy, grit, independence, and confidence.
That transformative spirit has never been more alive than today. Seek
out great camp programs, ask the right questions, and make solid
camp choices with your child. The results will provide them with an
immensely rewarding experience, one that they will carry with them
for the rest of their lives. Happy camping!

Sudoku
The challenge is to fill every row across, every column down, and every
3x3 box with the digits 1 through 9. Each 1 through 9 digit must appear
only once in each row across, each column down, and each 3x3 box.

SUDOKU

View answers online at www.peelinc.com
DOWN
ACROSS
1. Incline
1. Tack
2. Change
5. Giant
3. Small particle
9. Philippine dish with marinated
4. Compass point
chicken or pork
5. Night bird
11. Journalist's question
6. Body snatcher
12. Tiny insects
7. Cultivate
13. Cut of beef
8. Volcano
14. School group
10. Change into bone
15. South
16. Musical productions
17. United States
18. Canadian prov.
18. Bottle need
19. Palladium (abbr.)
20. Upset
20. Many
22. Cow's chow
21. Perfect
23. Year (abbr.)
22. Captain (abbr.)
24. Computer makers
24. Institution (abbr.)
27. Brews
25. Swain
29. Sleep disorder
26. African country
31. Parent teacher groups
28. Fast plane
32. Strong rope fiber
30. Pastry
33. Bend
34. Decorative needle case
© 2006. Feature Exchange
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Sudoku

© 2007.
The goal is to fill in the grid so that every
row,Feature
everyExchange
column, and
every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9. Each digit may
appear only once in each row, each column, and each 3x3 box.

© 2006. Feature Exchange
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Review
DISCOVER THE JOY OFRanch
BELONGING

281.363.4500
2930 RAYFORD ROAD

WWW.DISCOVERGATEWAY.COM

EASTER APRIL 18, 19 & 20
April 14th
Good Friday worship and
communion @ 7pm
April 15th
Saturday Big Egg Hunt 5 pm
April 20th
Sunday Services 9:00 & 10:30 am
Sunday Egg Hunts 10:00 am & 11:30 pm

Copyright © 2017 Peel, Inc.

· RELAXED FAMILY ATMOSPHERE & UPBEAT MUSIC
· ACTIVE SENIOR ADULT PROGRAM
· AWANA WEDNESDAYS AT 6:30PM
· BIBLE CLASSES FOR ALL AGES
· CHILDREN’S MINISTRY
· CHOIR & PRAISE TEAM
· COMMUNITY FOOD PANTRY
· GATEWAY TO LEARNING CHILDCARE CENTERS
· HISPANIC CHURCH & BIBLE STUDY
· PRESCHOOL / NURSERY MINISTRY
· STUDENT MINISTRY
· COLLEGE MINISTRY
· MEN’S & WOMEN’S MINISTRY
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BUSINESS CLASSIFIEDS
RAINCO IRRIGATION SPECIALIST: Commercial &
Residential. Backflow Testing, Irrigation (Sprinkler) System
Service, Maintenance and Repair, Rainbird - Hunter. Fully
Insured. License # 9004 & 9226. Call 713-824-5327.
PRIVATE TEACHER AND ESL TUTOR - Reading
Teacher that offers Home school lessons, Spanish practice, math
advancement, and exam help. Certified in teaching English,
accent reduction, and Business English. Clases de inglés. Contact
Lacie Saunders at 832-766-7320 or tutorlacie@gmail.com

Business classifieds (offering a service or product line for profit)
are $50, limit 40 words, please contact Peel, Inc. Sales Office @
512-263-9181 or advertising@PEELinc.com.

PERSONAL CLASSIFIEDS
Personal Classifieds (one time sell items, such as a used bike...)
run at no charge to Legends Ranch residents, limit 30 words,
please e-mail advertising@peelinc.com

The Ranch Review is a private publication published by Peel, Inc. It is not sanctioned
by any homeowners association or organization, nor is it subject to the approval
of any homeowners association or organization, nor is it intended, nor implied to
replace any publication that may be published by or on behalf of any homeowners
association or organization. At no time will any source be allowed to use the Ranch
Review contents, or loan said contents, to others in anyway, shape or form, nor
in any media, website, print, film, e-mail, electrostatic copy, fax, or etc. for the
purpose of solicitation, commercial use, or any use for profit, political campaigns,
or other self amplification, under penalty of law without written or expressed
permission from Peel, Inc. The information in the newsletter is exclusively for the
private use of Peel, Inc.
DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions of their
authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. or its employees.
Peel, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of any facts stated in articles submitted
by others. The publisher also assumes no responsibility for the advertising content
with this publication. All warranties and representations made in the advertising
content are solely that of the advertiser and any such claims regarding its content
should be taken up with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints or
failure to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost of such
advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the publisher
assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or typographical mistakes,
except as limited to the cost of advertising as stated above or in the case of
misinformation, a printed retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or
consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any other
liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely manner,
except as limited to liabilities stated above.

NOT AVAILABLE
ONLINE
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ASSASSIN & AMBUSH BUGS
Assassin and ambush bugs are
predators and are considered
beneficial insects. They are
generalists that attack a variety
of caterpillars, flies, and other
bugs. These predators either stalk
their prey or wait to ambush
prey when they come to a plant.
Prey is stabbed with tube-like
mouthparts, paralyzed with a
toxin, and body fluids sucked up.
Assassin and ambush bugs have 3 segmented piercing-sucking
mouthparts. These bugs come in a variety of colors with assassin
bugs usually being darker in color than ambush bugs. Assassin
bugs also have a more elongated head compared to ambush bugs.
Ambush bugs have thickened front legs used to capture and hold
prey. Immatures, or nymphs, look similar to the adults but do not
have fully developed wings. Eggs are usually deposited in masses

and are cylindrical in shape.
While most assassin bugs are beneficial, the kissing bug or
cone-nose bug is considered a pest. Kissing bugs feed on blood
of mammals, including humans.
For assassin bugs that are feeding on insects, control is not required. For
more information on kissing bugs see this site https://kissingbug.tamu.edu/
For more information or help with identification, contact Wizzie
Brown, Texas AgriLife Extension Service Program Specialist at
512.854.9600. Check out my blog at www.urban-ipm.blogspot.com
The information given herein is for educational purposes only.
Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with
the understanding that no discrimination is intended and no
endorsement by Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service or the
Texas A&M AgriLife Research is implied.
The Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service provides equal access
in its programs, activities, education and employment, without regard
to race, color, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, genetic
information, veteran status, sexual orientation or gender identity.

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE FOR

INSPIRATIONAL

IDEAS
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